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Things on the outside are what we call the exterior,
On the other hand things on the inside are called interior;
And it is these combinations of things that show us what we are,
That in this interior is beautiful and on the exterior a star.

  

For it is what is in the heart of man that makes him what he is,
And it's this heart that has a mind to him that gives him what is his;
For on the interior we have all these different kinds of organs,
And things that give us strength and circulation for the money to growing.

  

Then again man has an exterior of handsome looks and features,
Displaying grace and might above all others, to lead the other creatures;
And it is this interdependence of what show and looks outside,
That gives the vivid picture of how on the exterior it's open wide.

  

For to look open the exterior while God sees the interior,.
The heart of man which puts a smile on his face displaying live;
And people are and awesome thing of Gods brilliant mind and plan,
Where the interior of the planet is the exterior surface for man.

  

Now we live and know the peace and love that dwells and fills inside,
That one the outside the exterior shows a glowing colour to consider;
For when we look deep down like God right into the very heart,
The interior of the beating pulse creates an exterior that is smart.

  

Well I know that beauty is only skin deep most of the time,
But shallow it would be for us to think that the depths not in the rhyme;
For out of the interior of the human soul and voice of people,
Comes the live of the intimate connection between church and steeple.

  

Signed,
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Passionate Quest
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